ELEMENTS OF A TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADERSHIP PRACTICE
MODALITY
•If you didn’t practice enough during your
training, you need to do that before you
can hope to build the confidence you need
to offer your work for payment.

•The competence profile is a fantastic tool
for self-assessment of what you currently
know and what’s next for you, to grow in
the way you want to as a practitioner.

•Intentionally developing your skills allows
you make the most of advanced training
experiences and embed what you learn as
quickly a possible to help more people.

PERSONAL GROWTH

BUSINESS

•Identify the conditions you need for
success and then ensure that you
create them.
• Marshall the inner resources you
can draw on right now. Discover your
strengths, learn to use them easily
and to avoid the pitfalls of overusing them.
• Before you can get the practice you
want you have to become the
practitioner who has that practice,
instead of the one you currently
have.

•Your Business Plan doesn’t need to
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be complex but should include the
factors that allow you to build a
sustainable and satisfying practice.
•Becoming visible may require inner
work—most practitioners avoid
been seen. ATTRACTION helps you
only when you know how to ENROLL
new clients.
•Some “nuts and bolts” will be the
same for everyone—e.g. having a
cancellation policy. Other bits will
depend on where you live—e.g.
legal obligations.

How you can tell if you’re missing any of the
ELEMENTS OF A TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADERSHIP PRACTICE
MODALITY + PERSONAL GROWTH
Missing BUSINESS
You’re not stranger to inner work and
you’ve worked hard to become a competent
practitioner. Still… you can't pay your bills.
The people who commit love you, but there
just aren’t enough of them coming and it
takes to much to convince them to commit
to getting the help they need.

MODALITY + BUSINESS + PERSONAL GROWTH

TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADERSHIP

All 3 areas of the Transformational
Leadership Practice Matrix are involved in
every stage of the Practitioner Journey.
When you are fully engaging in all 3, you are
able to show up as the best living example
on the planet, of YOUR work—the work YOU are HERE to do.
That makes you a leader that the people you are here to serve want to
follow, no matter which stage you’re in.
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MODALITY + BUSINESS
Missing PERSONAL GROWTH
You’re earning a living and helping people,
but something feels “off.” Maybe you
don’t feel passionate, or you know you’re
here for something bigger but can’t get a
handle on what it is or how to make it pay
the bills. You might feel inner agitation
about “getting on with it” or you could be
aware of inner voices that take you down
when you could really use some support.

PERSONAL GROWTH + BUSINESS
Missing MODALITY
You’ve done the inner work it takes to have
a business and you’re willing to do the
work, but you take one advanced training
after another and you still lack confidence
that you can deliver what you promise your
clients… maybe you don’t even know what
you’re promising. You think you should be
charging but there’s a persistent inner
voice telling you that you just don’t know
enough.

STAGES OF THE PRACTITIONER JOURNEY

STAGE 1:
BUILD

STAGE 2:
REFINE

STAGE 3:
TRANSFORM

MODALITY

BUSINESS

PERSONAL GROWTH

Primary
FOCUS

Integrate my Life PhD so my work is
aligned with why I am here (on the
planet)

Create a signature program that
allows me serve my clients as only I
can—and without competition

Return to my ESSENCE via the
WOUNDS I created to protect it &
allow it to shine

Questions/
Double Bind

How does my work fit with why I am
here? How do I integrate skills that
don’t seem to go together?

What IS my “signature program”?
Who am I to do THIS? Really? ME?
Who would I leave behind?

DB: I want more but I’m afraid to
lose what I have and what is
familiar and comfortable

Become intentional about
ATTRACTION & ENROLLMENT

Visibility and Leverage: create
programs, packages; market them
& get paid what I’m worth

INNER VOICES—I can’t be seen (or
show up) that WAY, that BIG, that
VULNERABLE

Who do I help the most?
What additional training do I need?
Why do I even want ideal clients?

Does anyone want it?
Will they pay for it?
What do I really need?

DB: I’m making a living, but I’m not
satisfied and I may not even know
what “satisfaction” looks like

Embed what I learned in my training.
Work with everyone to gather
experience & information about
what I want

Logistics: where to teach, what to
say, visibility, fees, time, energy,
legalities, coping with selfemployment

WORRIES—I’ll be misunderstood.
People will think I’m a fraud. Am I
good enough… worthy enough?
Do I belong?

How do I help people?
Can I prove the concept: my modality
WORKS—when it’s ME doing it?

How do I get started?
How do I get clients?
How do I make it as a selfemployed person?

DB: I am overwhelmed & confused
and can’t pay for the help I need to
find clients—because I don’t have
enough clients

Primary
FOCUS
Questions/
Double Bind
Primary
FOCUS

Questions/
Double Bind
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